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ABSTRACT

The primary purpose of preparing this Projek Sarjana Muda II is to fulfil Bachelor of Computer Science (Software Development) in Kolej Universiti Teknikal Kebangsaan Malaysia. This thesis contains a complete analysis about Projek Sarjana Muda II. This thesis also discusses and describes all activities and processes of System development. This thesis is divided into four chapters: Introduction to Automated Budget Management System, Project Background, Problem Statements, Objectives, Scopes, Project Significant and Conclusion. The first chapter will go deeply into the objectives and scopes of the system and the second chapter describe about fact and finding, project methodology and project schedule. The third chapter is the analysis part. This chapter will describe all about the problem current system and problem solution. It also describes business flow, use case diagram and sequence diagram. Chapter four is for design; this part includes class diagram, user interface design and ERD for Automated Budget Management System. Then, Chapter five is for implementation process for ABMS likes business tier, installing PHP and version procedure and implementation status. For Chapter six is for testing phase. This chapter explain about test schedule, test strategy, test design and test case result. The last chapter is for project conclusion. This chapter describes about strength and weakness in Automated Budget Management System.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

The purpose of The Automated Budget Management System (ABMS) is to capture, document, retain, compile and provide query capabilities of a collection of annual budget proposals submitted for consideration or reallocation.

The ABMS proposed for Sirim Berhad Human Resources (HR) department. The ABMS is designed especially for HR staff to planning and manage the budget. It also to view and display the latest financial budget and total of current budget.

The ABMS will give the Human Resources department to manage the financial plan more efficient. It also to prepare space for user and other department staffs to submitted their proposal to HR by online or network. This system is needed because most of the staffs in Sirim Berhad used computer to fullfill their assignments. By using this system the staffs do not waste their time to go to Human Resources department. This system also allow user to get information about Human Resources department and know the rules and format to request the correct proposal by system.
1.2 Problem Statements

The idea of developing this Automated Budget Management System is to gather Sirim staff to make a big, cooperative, and useful system.

1. HR staffs used the manual system to manage their budget
   HR staffs mainly use the manual system like Microsoft Excel to manage their budget plan before computerized. It can waste their time to update the budget from time to time. After create the system the data automatically update the latest budget or information.

2. Manual systems lack of data store and security
   The manual system did not have database security to store the collection of data. The already user used paper to write proposal or request to Human Resources department. It perhaps can give a lot of problems to Human Resources staff to saving the correct data and often missing the real information. After create the system data automatically store in databases after user used the system.

3. Data entered into manual system did not provides automatic update
   The manual system didn’t provide automatically updated information because the staffs need to calculate manually budget before insert and type the real value. After create the system the staff only needed click button update to verify the latest information.
1.3 Objectives

Main objectives of developing the Automated Budget Management System are:

1. To automate the process of budget preparation to be more flexible and simple
2. To create a repository of information on business plan, target and performance in management budget
3. To plan and proposed the project plan through system
4. To plan and prepare the coming budget efficiently.

1.4 Scopes

1.4.1 User

The user for the ABMS is:

a. Human Resources staff
b. Admin staff Sirim Berhad

1.4.2 The project will focus on

1. Developed an application to manage budget management system

Assist on the preparation to management plan activities using web base. The basic of Automated Budget Management System (ABMS) is to supports budget accounting functions such as withdrawal, deposit; revise the financial account and manage the annual project using computation.

2. The application is used to change manual system to automate system.

The staffs Input data (manual key-in) and data automatically obtained from other systems to manage, complete requirement and follow the formatted before business accepted to the system.
3. To develop Online Customer Application

Before the Automated Budget Management System (ABMS) the current system is used Microsoft Excel to manage their budget. Based on earlier discussion and survey, 100% staffs were suggesting developing web base for manage the budget. The ABMS is developed using Web Interface for online customer application as an easy access. It also gives benefit for HR staff to prepare business plan activities, submit the application, performed budget calculation and tracking the application status.

4. System Utilities and Administration

The system will make use of the LDAP Directory Services to manage user authentication and access control will be clearly defined for each user to ensure the system to be secured. Any new changes will be covered during the enhancement phase of the project (Enhancement Phase) once the core functional aspects of the three previous domains are fully operational to avoid the delay in the project schedule.
1.5 Project Significant

The Automated Budget Management System is to be developed for Human Resources staffs. Human Resources staffs as admin to update and key in the data into the system and other staffs as users to propose and submit the business plans. This system will give a lot of benefit for staff to prepare and plan the budget systematically.

The Automated Budget Management System is more interesting and easy to calculate staff salary and proposed the project using computerized. This system can improve the performance HR department and management faster and smooth. Create the Automat budget Management System (ABMS) the planning is more comfortable and easily for their staff. It is because the system will prepare the business plan format following the rules and the user only needs to fulfill and complete the form. If the proposal did not follow the instruction or requirement the system automatically pop up alert massage for user correct the errors.

The Automated Budget Management System (ABMS) is also to revised and update the Human Resources budget to check the latest information to maintain the project plan and business. The manual system process needed staff to calculate by manually step by step before get the latest information.

Finally The Automated Budget Management System is user friendly because it is interesting and the design is comfortable for all people.
1.6 Conclusion

This chapter describes introduction phases of the Automated Budget Management System (ABMS). The budget management needs more attention in financial business and planning. By building this system it is hoped that the staff improve their performance to manage faster and on target Sirim Berhad needs.

The next chapter, Literature Review and Project Methodology will be discussing topics such as budget, financial, request and many more. All of the source reference comes from multiple fields: Budget Management, Financial Budget and a few others. Besides topics mention above, the project methodology will also be discussed in detail.
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW AND PROJECT METHODOLOGY

2.1 Introduction

The literature study in the previous system could give more references in system development process. All the advantage in the previous system can be implemented in the system development. The characteristic of the previous system as module flow and process should be improves and enhance from the previous system.

The methodology that used in developing a project is the key of succeeding of finishing the project within time and able to satisfy users’ requirements. Since there are many type of methodology, it is vital to select appropriate methodology that will be used. The method that will be used will determine speed of the project.

The main concept in this system is to improve budget management. Literature review in methodologies, strategies and project analysis should be done in order to gain more understanding on the project implementation study. It is important to establish solid principles first before design and constructing of the system.
2.2 Fact on Finding

There are some reasons that cause the development of the system to solve the existing problems. The sources for the finding in this topic can be found from internet, magazine and book. Then, the literature review can be complete through study, analysis and drawing conclusion from those sources.

2.2.1 Budget System

Upon examination of our practices for developing and approving the annual budget, and in consideration of imminent changes in the budgeting process, the Budget Advisory Committee approved the design of an Online System. This system was designed to assist budget managers and the administration in creation of and tracking budget expenditures. Close attention was paid to improving upon the inefficiencies and difficulties caused by the previous system such as lack of documentation, confusion, communication loss, etc. We believe the system is a step towards meeting the needs of all who take part in the Budgeting process. (Dean Lee University, 2004).

The Budget Planning System includes last year's budget, the current year's adopted budget, the current year's proposed budget and the next year's proposed budget. All of these budget fields are available on all active accounts on the chart of accounts. Automatic shifting of budget figures for a school district is a part of this system. Percentage increases can be applied to a specified group of accounts, to the entire chart of accounts or to a single account. A budget report generator permits the user to selectively compare budget figures to actual figures and one category of budget figures to another. There is an aid available to semi-automatically generate new budget figures using the object code in the account numbers and applying percentages against old budget figures. (EOY, 2006)
Nowadays, some people don’t make thoughtful decision according to the value, goal, needed. They still confuse and too many problems try to figure out their decision. It is important to decide good decision to make sure that all plan and preparation are complete and succeed. Decision for creates action to plan, and action creates result to display. Making decision, planning today will be better for coming soon.

Most of the company doesn’t know how to plan and manage their budget more interesting and comfortable. Planning and manage the budget is very important for each company. It also to make sure all planning and budget preparation is completed on time. Especially Human Resources or administrative for each company need to plan and manage their budget smartly.

Today, most of people use internet as medium to gathering information easier and faster. The internet is one of communication technology. The internet is a very effective way to get and share information especially for public and private sector. Based on the analysis and quotation, now many of the company have a lot of problem especially for manage their budget. The previous system always lack of documentation, confusion, communication loss and etc. They must start with plan and clearly understand needs follow the new technology. Especially the company should proposed to develop website for manage their budget. It is because many company of company manage and plan their financial budget using web based on the technology. It is faster and easy to manage compares the old system such as Microsoft Excell and Access. By using the Automated Budget Management System, user will get more benefits and don’t waste their time to plan and manage their budget.